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first published in 1936 this is the story of elizabeth von arnim
s extraordinary life and her equally extraordinary dogs from
her pomeranian idyll celebrated in her famous first book
elizabeth and her german garden to less happy days in
london following the death of her first husband from the
beautiful solitude of her swiss mountain hideaway to the first
world war and a disastrous second marriage the author takes
us on a disarmingly witty and poignant journey of canine
companionship draws on recent scientific discoveries to
analyze canine character in a reference that explains how to
assess a dog s specific traits and promote desirable behavior
a charming delightfully photographed tribute to the older dog
with essays and poetry gandhi once said the greatness of a
nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way that
its animals are treated how people regard older animals is
especially revealing beautiful old dogs is a heartfelt
emotional passionate tribute to old dogs it will inspire many
readers to get involved in senior dog rescue and adoption as
it honors our senior best friends and explores their current
state of care and custody in an informative appendix this
book features the exquisite photography of the late garry
gross a noted fashion photographer during the 60s 70s and
80s who after becoming a highly successful dog trainer in
new york city turned his camera lens towards dogs gross
along with victoria stilwell from animal planet s it s me or the
dog founded dog trainers of new york in 2002 and became
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devoted to highlighting the plight and value of senior dogs
the older the better gross said dogs with soul in their eyes
david tabatsky has collected gross s photographs here and
carefully curated an accompanying selection of moving
insightful funny and uplifting essays and short pieces by a
range of writers with contributions from anna quindlen ally
sheedy christopher durang doris day dean koontz marlo
thomas and many more when a pet dog injures a human or
another dog the owner is left in a state of fear and confusion
if a dog wreaks havoc and destruction on a home the owner
is left feeling helpless if an owner finds a dog uncontrollable
or if a dog becomes aggressive and a threat to the
community the dog becomes the one that is at risk for injury
or death families living with these behaviorally challenged
dogs may become isolated and wonder if there is help for
their dog the reality is there are thousands of families facing
these issues this book explains the process for helping dogs
with behavior problems in plain language calling on her years
of experience as a certified canine behavior consultant the
author highlights the journeys of past clients through a series
of vignettes broken up by chapters that contain informative
and researched guidance while it is not meant to be a how to
training guide the book lets people with reactive or anxious
dogs know they are not alone and for those that lose the
battle it walks with them through that final journey this book
will make you laugh make you cry and make you think in a
way you have never done before it explores both the canine
condition and the human condition too as many dog
problems are in fact people problems but with more legs
based on real life personal experiences of dogs that have
come through our behaviour clinics or classes it is a brutally
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honest and completely open expulsion of experience and
knowledge expressed with great humour insight and raw
emotion with tales of hilarity happiness and success through
to depression grief suicide and death it brings to the reader a
sense of perspective and compassion for others born of
experience based on a lifetime of work with animals and
close involvement with over 10 000 puppies and dogs around
15 000 people the breadth of experience is plain to see the
primary purpose of the book is entertainment that educates
written in plain english with easy to understand analogies it
is simple and enjoyable to follow no technical knowledge of
dogs or humans is required as a public speaker i have learnt
over the years how people learn and what makes them laugh
covering some of the most dangerous and worrying of
behaviours like dogs that bite people dogs that aggress
towards others dogs that chase and kill things puppy farms
and many more the range of this book provides something
for everybody it also covers the most common behaviour
problems of all one of the chapters about long coated breeds
not being able to see properly and the range of behaviours
that occur as a result will help millions of dogs and owners
instantly the blindingly obvious is obvious only once the
blindness is lifted what could be better puppies dogs people
laughter success heartache real life quandaries passion and
finally true love that conquers all literally perfect gift for
women and men why love dogs a gift can be presented on
occasions birthday happy new year christmas gifts valentine
mother s day father s day thanksgiving halloween holidays
memorial day 4th of july coren tells the wry poignant and
good hearted tale of his life with the dog whose antics
inspired coren s insights into canine behavior as a research
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psychologist and on his outlook on life as a whole it may be
true that a dog is a man s best friend but if you are a serious
dog owner you are probably a serial dog owner having
embraced not one but a succession of canine companions
each of them memorable in their own particular way and
each marking a particular epoch in your own life we
remember which dogs our children teased and which
generally suffered the abuse nobly the ones that chewed the
furniture and peed on the rugs the ones that anticipated our
every move and mood and displayed affection and loyalty in
the face of neglect and indifference the ones that died too
early and the ones that lingered into old age all of them with
their own distinctive foibles and personalities none of them
with any sense of their own mortality indeed our own lives
can be chronicled by the lives of the dogs we have owned
each death marking an ending to be followed shortly by a
new beginning in this intimate moving and revealing memoir
bill henderson the beloved founder of the pushcart press
divides up the stages of his life into canine epochs there was
and there always is the first dog the worst dog the ones that
died untimely deaths the one who saved a marriage
packaging is never openly discussed in the halls of this
publishing house but here we have tried to make as perfect a
package as possible the book contains lovely line drawings
by leslie moore is designed and printed in an intimate format
and is even set in minion which means faithful companion
this is a book to love even if you don t love dogs toby the
dog is a beloved pet but he doesn t seem to be able to do
any tricks heartwarming and profound this account of one
writer s relationship with his beloved german shepherd is
one of the bonafide dog lit classics new yorker the
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distinguished british man of letters j r ackerley hardly
thought of himself as a dog lover when well into middle age
he came into possession of a german shepherd to his
surprise she turned out to be the love of his life the ideal
friend he had been searching for in vain for years my dog
tulip is a bittersweet retrospective account of their sixteen
year companionship as well as a profound and subtle
meditation on the strangeness that lies at the heart of all
relationships in vivid and sometimes startling detail ackerley
tells of tulip s often erratic behavior and very canine tastes
and of his own fumbling but determined efforts to ensure for
her an existence of perfect happiness my dog tulip was
adapted for the screen as a major animated feature film with
a cast that includes the voices of christopher plummer lynn
redgrave and isabella rossellini heralded as a stroke of
genius by new york magazine and the love story of the year
by vanity fair it is a masterpiece of animal literature that is
sure to touch the hearts of anyone who has found
companionship with their own four legged friend this classic
story of a boy a dog and small town america is a rich
experience all around skip turns out to be a dog worth
writing about i d take him home in a shot the new york times
book review in 1943 in a sleepy town on the banks of the
yazoo river a boy fell in love with a puppy with a lively gait
and an intelligent way of listening the two grew up together
having the most wonderful adventures my dog skip belongs
on the same shelf as the adventures of tom sawyer and
russell baker s growing up it will enchant readers of all ages
for years to come a major motion picture form warner
brothers starring kevin bacon diane lane luke wilson frankie
muniz and eddie from the tv show frasier as skip and
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produced by mark johnson rain man a panel of three judges
has to decide which dog out of eight finalists deserves to win
the title of my hero the editor in chief of guideposts
magazine shares the heartfelt honest lovely new york times
bestselling author dean koontz story of millie his beloved
golden retriever and how she taught him to be a more
compassionate person deepened his faith and inspired him
on his long term path of recovery from addiction with a
foreword by debbie macomber from the moment his new
golden retriever puppy jumped into his arms edward grinnan
and his wife julee were in love with her edward didn t know it
yet but millie would change his life in this moving memoir
edward grinnan writes about his life with millie from their
first joyous meeting through her struggle with cancer and
eventual heartbreaking death edward shares how her
sensitivity unconditional love and innate goodness helped
him discover those qualities in himself and put his
complicated past in perspective edward also shares the
lessons he has learned from other dogs he s loved like pete a
poodle his father bought him in the wake of his brother s
death rudy who introduced him to his wife sally browne a
mischievous cocker spaniel who befriended the homeless in
his neighborhood and marty a hundred pound labrador
whose behavioral issues challenged his and julee s marriage
as well as lessons he s learned from the celebrated dog
stories in guideposts magazine poignant and insightful
always by my side is an inspiring book that explores the
unbreakable bond between man and dog revealing how faith
shapes our love for our dogs and how our dogs shape our
faith this invaluable book sympathetically shows the owner
of a blind dog that their loyal friend can still have the same
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zest for and enjoyment of life with love and careful thought
you and your dog can help each other find new or adapted
ways to live happily together alija s only companion is his
dog but his optimism and courage in the face of adversity
and loneliness is touching and inspiring this extraordinary
book deals with the tragedy of bosnia and the reality of
ethnic cleansing and civil war for civilians fully train your dog
in just six weeks with this revolutionary new method the
monks of new skete long time breeders of german shepherds
and renowned trainers of all breeds and mixes have
codeveloped a successful new training technique they and
marc goldberg who pioneered the approach offer you and
your canine companion a way forward using a game
changing tool the invisible leash or electronic collar now in
paperback the art of training your dog presents their
compassionate efficient system along with helpful advice on
choosing the best collar at the right moment using a light
touch that many humans can t even feel strategically
refocuses your dog s attention this method helps you create
effortless teaching moments that tie into your dog s pack
instincts and help strengthen your bond with your dog in as
little as six weeks your pup can master good leash manners
obey basic commands such as sit down and stay stop
problematic behaviors and play safely off leash with
consistent recall a kaleidoscope of vivid moving and highly
entertaining accounts of the delights and benefits of dog
ownership an anthology of stories freely contributed from tv
personalities broadcasters politicians writers and many
others brought to life with colour photographs of the writers
and their beloved canine companions this is an ideal bedside
or coffee table book that can be read cover to cover or
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simply dipped into it conveys the key message that dogs can
and do have a positive impact on the way we feel and live all
author royalties go to the charity samaritans to support its
invaluable work of alleviating emotional distress and
reducing suicidal behaviour follow my lead is the story of
how two rambunctious dogs and a tough eastern european
dog trainer named irina taught carol quinn everything she
needed to know about life love and happiness it all begins
when the author unhappy with her failing love affair her
career and even herself decides to enroll her two rhodesian
ridgebacks into dog agility training she s hoping to both find
a hobby and straighten out her unruly pets but she soon
discovers that dog agility demands more from her than she
ever expected what follows is a life changing experience one
that teaches her not only about her dogs but also about
herself with irina s guidance and wisdom quinn and her dogs
develop a deep bond of trust as they learn to navigate the
course obstacles and quinn begins to accept her own flaws
allowing her to find the inner strength to become the alpha
dog of her own life after a devastating diagnosis at the age
of 39 maureen maurer was given a second chance at life
giving up her successful career as a cpa she took a leap of
faith to pursue her childhood dream teaching dogs to help
people with disabilities she founded two nonprofit
organizations assistance dogs of hawaii and assistance dogs
northwest and unleashed the potential dogs have to help
people with special needs in wonder dogs maureen shares
her story of discovering god s true purpose for her life and
the amazing adventure that followed she also tells the
triumphant stories of her beloved dogs and their inspiring
partners as they overcome incredible challenges to live life
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to the fullest these heartwarming and uplifting accounts
show what s possible when we focus on abilities rather than
disabilities dog lovers everywhere will enjoy this fascinating
behind the scenes look at what goes into selecting and
training assistance dogs anyone who loves stories about
second chances and overcoming challenges will find in
wonder dogs a whole pack of kindred spirits briann encapara
teacher extraordinaire has her life turned upside down when
she returns home from a day at the spa to find her husband
and son gone her summer takes an adventurousor horrific
turn when shes kidnapped meets an exasperating european
spy and learns from a rookie fbi agent that her husband is
not the man she thought he was and hes not the only liar she
soon discovers that there are more duplicitous people in her
life than honest ones then theres the pcprecious cargo she
keeps hearing about several factions are dying sometimes
literally to get their hands on it and briann who supposedly
knows its whereabouts but does she briann has some secrets
of her own and isnt without resources with the help of
several cia contacts a mysterious homeless man and her
neurotic best friend she scrambles to find her son and
outmaneuvers almost everyone in the process dad lovers
and dog lovers will both delight in this buoyantly illustrated
tongue in cheek tribute to the traits these two species share
and why we adore them dad pretends to be human but the
kids know otherwise between first thing in the morning
scratching fetching the paper snacking lying around for hours
and even the occasional pit stop behind a tree the evidence
is clear but so are their father s steadfast love and loyalty
aren t those the best things about dads and dogs alike
elizabeth bluemle s amusing affectionate text and randy
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cecil s delightful illustrations create the ultimate tribute to
proud papas everywhere an irresistible story readers will beg
for again and again provides busy parents with simple
realistic advice to help ensure that the relationship between
their kids and their dog is safe and enjoyable for all you will
learn how to help your child and dog develop a strong
relationship built on trust and cooperation set your family up
for success with a minimum of effort recognize canine stress
signals and know when your dog is getting worried about
normal kid activity identify serious behavior problems before
someone gets hurt prevent your child from becoming part of
a growing statistic children who have been bitten by a dog a
young boy describes all the things he can do with his dog but
also the things he should not do an intimate and
autobiographical account of a dancer s journey from
newcastle upon tyne to his travels in europe accepted at the
age of sixteen by the royal ballet school london he
completed a three year dance course culminating in a
performance at the royal opera house covent garden his
professional career took him to portugal sweden switzerland
and back to london again stephen founded his own focus on
dance company a performing and educational enterprise
based in bournemouth england touring the south and south
west of england then he took his dance to the streets of
europe he has subsequently performed to street audiences
in the major cities and towns of switzerland germany austria
holland france and italy in 1989 he moved to fiano in
northern tuscany stephen ward died in 2013 this book is his
lasting testament a tender moving portrait and a tribute to
dance dogs friends nature and to life itself this is an
awareness and interactive picture book for young people of
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all ages the irony of a spoiled pet will make people smile with
amusement readers will meet sam and observe his actions
and behaviors they will count and identify basic colors they
will also learn important tips about owning a pet dog the
book is dedicated to my mother who loved her dogs and
always allowed us to have a canine pet this book should be
read aloud with children to maximize their learning
experience when eric got a dog he thought he was getting a
best friend but his dog doesn t even consider eric to be his
second best friend or his third he even likes eric s horrible
sister gretchen more than he likes eric eric isn t sure where
this betrayal came from maybe his dog is resentful that eric
named him ugly or that eric s mom is the one who feeds him
and walks him no matter the reason it s got to change eric s
ready to try anything and everything to get his dog to love
him or if not love at least show some half hearted interest
but will eric have what it takes to gain ugly s affection or will
he be in the doghouse forever discover more of eric and ugly
s adventures in my dog get s a job the buoy is a psycho
dramatic novel with spiritual overtones written to take the
reader out of his day to day existence into a dimension that
lies between life and death this is a place of quasi existence
where one is forced to observe but inhibited from interfering
in the affairs of those into whose company he is thrust there
he must watch helplessly while disastrous events unfold
through an encounter with a castaway fisherman s buoy with
bizarre properties this buoy traps a scientist in a strange
psycho physical vortex that sweeps him out to sea there the
scientist relives the events that brought the buoy to the
shores of america in the first place the drama unfolds over a
hundred years and involves two ships a nineteenth century
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sailing vessel and a modern sophisticated diesel powered
vessel engaged in oceanographic research maybe it s no
accident that dog is god spelled backwards dogs offer
unconditional love usually much more than we deserve and
all we have to do is accept the gift dogs don t care if we re
rich smart or popular they care only that we get through this
life reassured that love is out there for each of us if you ve
ever owned a dog you ll relate to these true stories
contributed by real life dog owners each recounting a special
canine bond in tough and troubled times it s often the family
dog that holds our lives together a big red happy muddy
smart bouncy slobbery sneaky stinky dog is praised by his
proud owner joan experienced the loss of her closest family
members and beloved pets in a very short time she was lost
in darkness and depression joan wanted to end her darkness
and loss of direction rio a gift to her provided her with
unconditional love and enticed her back into the bright
daylight of life dogs and i is a collection of the authors
anecdotes musings and recollections related to dogs
specifically breeding and showing them full of interesting
useful information interspersed with personal stories and
other notes this volume will be of interest to breeders and
owners alike and it would make for a fantastic addition to
collections of allied literature contents include the eternal
ego barking dogs do not bite fox hounds and cur dogs the
huntsman and the greyhound trainer a spacious revenge the
genuine cynophilist imposters the obsession of dog showing
dogs do not bite judges the bulldog bumble an action in law
the disappearing lady etc many vintage books such as this
are increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in mind
that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable
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modern high quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new introduction on dog breeding



All the Dogs of My Life 1995-02-09 first published in 1936
this is the story of elizabeth von arnim s extraordinary life
and her equally extraordinary dogs from her pomeranian
idyll celebrated in her famous first book elizabeth and her
german garden to less happy days in london following the
death of her first husband from the beautiful solitude of her
swiss mountain hideaway to the first world war and a
disastrous second marriage the author takes us on a
disarmingly witty and poignant journey of canine
companionship
All The Dogs Of My Life 2014-03-06 draws on recent
scientific discoveries to analyze canine character in a
reference that explains how to assess a dog s specific traits
and promote desirable behavior
Dogs Are My Favourite Things (Exclusive) 2010-12-01 a
charming delightfully photographed tribute to the older dog
with essays and poetry gandhi once said the greatness of a
nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way that
its animals are treated how people regard older animals is
especially revealing beautiful old dogs is a heartfelt
emotional passionate tribute to old dogs it will inspire many
readers to get involved in senior dog rescue and adoption as
it honors our senior best friends and explores their current
state of care and custody in an informative appendix this
book features the exquisite photography of the late garry
gross a noted fashion photographer during the 60s 70s and
80s who after becoming a highly successful dog trainer in
new york city turned his camera lens towards dogs gross
along with victoria stilwell from animal planet s it s me or the
dog founded dog trainers of new york in 2002 and became
devoted to highlighting the plight and value of senior dogs



the older the better gross said dogs with soul in their eyes
david tabatsky has collected gross s photographs here and
carefully curated an accompanying selection of moving
insightful funny and uplifting essays and short pieces by a
range of writers with contributions from anna quindlen ally
sheedy christopher durang doris day dean koontz marlo
thomas and many more
Why Does My Dog Act That Way? 2007-12-04 when a pet
dog injures a human or another dog the owner is left in a
state of fear and confusion if a dog wreaks havoc and
destruction on a home the owner is left feeling helpless if an
owner finds a dog uncontrollable or if a dog becomes
aggressive and a threat to the community the dog becomes
the one that is at risk for injury or death families living with
these behaviorally challenged dogs may become isolated
and wonder if there is help for their dog the reality is there
are thousands of families facing these issues this book
explains the process for helping dogs with behavior problems
in plain language calling on her years of experience as a
certified canine behavior consultant the author highlights the
journeys of past clients through a series of vignettes broken
up by chapters that contain informative and researched
guidance while it is not meant to be a how to training guide
the book lets people with reactive or anxious dogs know they
are not alone and for those that lose the battle it walks with
them through that final journey
Beautiful Old Dogs 2013-11-05 this book will make you laugh
make you cry and make you think in a way you have never
done before it explores both the canine condition and the
human condition too as many dog problems are in fact
people problems but with more legs based on real life



personal experiences of dogs that have come through our
behaviour clinics or classes it is a brutally honest and
completely open expulsion of experience and knowledge
expressed with great humour insight and raw emotion with
tales of hilarity happiness and success through to depression
grief suicide and death it brings to the reader a sense of
perspective and compassion for others born of experience
based on a lifetime of work with animals and close
involvement with over 10 000 puppies and dogs around 15
000 people the breadth of experience is plain to see the
primary purpose of the book is entertainment that educates
written in plain english with easy to understand analogies it
is simple and enjoyable to follow no technical knowledge of
dogs or humans is required as a public speaker i have learnt
over the years how people learn and what makes them laugh
covering some of the most dangerous and worrying of
behaviours like dogs that bite people dogs that aggress
towards others dogs that chase and kill things puppy farms
and many more the range of this book provides something
for everybody it also covers the most common behaviour
problems of all one of the chapters about long coated breeds
not being able to see properly and the range of behaviours
that occur as a result will help millions of dogs and owners
instantly the blindingly obvious is obvious only once the
blindness is lifted what could be better puppies dogs people
laughter success heartache real life quandaries passion and
finally true love that conquers all literally
I Know Your Dog Is a Good Dog 2023-12-22 perfect gift
for women and men why love dogs a gift can be presented
on occasions birthday happy new year christmas gifts
valentine mother s day father s day thanksgiving halloween



holidays memorial day 4th of july
My Dog and I 1897 coren tells the wry poignant and good
hearted tale of his life with the dog whose antics inspired
coren s insights into canine behavior as a research
psychologist and on his outlook on life as a whole
A Dog Behaviourist’s Diary 2016-09-09 it may be true that a
dog is a man s best friend but if you are a serious dog owner
you are probably a serial dog owner having embraced not
one but a succession of canine companions each of them
memorable in their own particular way and each marking a
particular epoch in your own life we remember which dogs
our children teased and which generally suffered the abuse
nobly the ones that chewed the furniture and peed on the
rugs the ones that anticipated our every move and mood and
displayed affection and loyalty in the face of neglect and
indifference the ones that died too early and the ones that
lingered into old age all of them with their own distinctive
foibles and personalities none of them with any sense of
their own mortality indeed our own lives can be chronicled
by the lives of the dogs we have owned each death marking
an ending to be followed shortly by a new beginning in this
intimate moving and revealing memoir bill henderson the
beloved founder of the pushcart press divides up the stages
of his life into canine epochs there was and there always is
the first dog the worst dog the ones that died untimely
deaths the one who saved a marriage packaging is never
openly discussed in the halls of this publishing house but
here we have tried to make as perfect a package as possible
the book contains lovely line drawings by leslie moore is
designed and printed in an intimate format and is even set in
minion which means faithful companion this is a book to love



even if you don t love dogs
My Dogs Journal 2019-12-15 toby the dog is a beloved pet
but he doesn t seem to be able to do any tricks
Born to Bark 2011-08-16 heartwarming and profound this
account of one writer s relationship with his beloved german
shepherd is one of the bonafide dog lit classics new yorker
the distinguished british man of letters j r ackerley hardly
thought of himself as a dog lover when well into middle age
he came into possession of a german shepherd to his
surprise she turned out to be the love of his life the ideal
friend he had been searching for in vain for years my dog
tulip is a bittersweet retrospective account of their sixteen
year companionship as well as a profound and subtle
meditation on the strangeness that lies at the heart of all
relationships in vivid and sometimes startling detail ackerley
tells of tulip s often erratic behavior and very canine tastes
and of his own fumbling but determined efforts to ensure for
her an existence of perfect happiness my dog tulip was
adapted for the screen as a major animated feature film with
a cast that includes the voices of christopher plummer lynn
redgrave and isabella rossellini heralded as a stroke of
genius by new york magazine and the love story of the year
by vanity fair it is a masterpiece of animal literature that is
sure to touch the hearts of anyone who has found
companionship with their own four legged friend
All My Dogs 2011 this classic story of a boy a dog and small
town america is a rich experience all around skip turns out to
be a dog worth writing about i d take him home in a shot the
new york times book review in 1943 in a sleepy town on the
banks of the yazoo river a boy fell in love with a puppy with a
lively gait and an intelligent way of listening the two grew up



together having the most wonderful adventures my dog skip
belongs on the same shelf as the adventures of tom sawyer
and russell baker s growing up it will enchant readers of all
ages for years to come a major motion picture form warner
brothers starring kevin bacon diane lane luke wilson frankie
muniz and eddie from the tv show frasier as skip and
produced by mark johnson rain man
My Dog Toby 2000 a panel of three judges has to decide
which dog out of eight finalists deserves to win the title of
my hero
My Dog Tulip 2011-11-30 the editor in chief of guideposts
magazine shares the heartfelt honest lovely new york times
bestselling author dean koontz story of millie his beloved
golden retriever and how she taught him to be a more
compassionate person deepened his faith and inspired him
on his long term path of recovery from addiction with a
foreword by debbie macomber from the moment his new
golden retriever puppy jumped into his arms edward grinnan
and his wife julee were in love with her edward didn t know it
yet but millie would change his life in this moving memoir
edward grinnan writes about his life with millie from their
first joyous meeting through her struggle with cancer and
eventual heartbreaking death edward shares how her
sensitivity unconditional love and innate goodness helped
him discover those qualities in himself and put his
complicated past in perspective edward also shares the
lessons he has learned from other dogs he s loved like pete a
poodle his father bought him in the wake of his brother s
death rudy who introduced him to his wife sally browne a
mischievous cocker spaniel who befriended the homeless in
his neighborhood and marty a hundred pound labrador



whose behavioral issues challenged his and julee s marriage
as well as lessons he s learned from the celebrated dog
stories in guideposts magazine poignant and insightful
always by my side is an inspiring book that explores the
unbreakable bond between man and dog revealing how faith
shapes our love for our dogs and how our dogs shape our
faith
My Dog Skip 2008-12-18 this invaluable book
sympathetically shows the owner of a blind dog that their
loyal friend can still have the same zest for and enjoyment of
life with love and careful thought you and your dog can help
each other find new or adapted ways to live happily together
My Dog, My Hero 2000-10-15 alija s only companion is his
dog but his optimism and courage in the face of adversity
and loneliness is touching and inspiring this extraordinary
book deals with the tragedy of bosnia and the reality of
ethnic cleansing and civil war for civilians
Always By My Side 2017-02-21 fully train your dog in just
six weeks with this revolutionary new method the monks of
new skete long time breeders of german shepherds and
renowned trainers of all breeds and mixes have codeveloped
a successful new training technique they and marc goldberg
who pioneered the approach offer you and your canine
companion a way forward using a game changing tool the
invisible leash or electronic collar now in paperback the art of
training your dog presents their compassionate efficient
system along with helpful advice on choosing the best collar
at the right moment using a light touch that many humans
can t even feel strategically refocuses your dog s attention
this method helps you create effortless teaching moments
that tie into your dog s pack instincts and help strengthen



your bond with your dog in as little as six weeks your pup
can master good leash manners obey basic commands such
as sit down and stay stop problematic behaviors and play
safely off leash with consistent recall
My dog is blind – but lives life to the full! 2017-03-17 a
kaleidoscope of vivid moving and highly entertaining
accounts of the delights and benefits of dog ownership an
anthology of stories freely contributed from tv personalities
broadcasters politicians writers and many others brought to
life with colour photographs of the writers and their beloved
canine companions this is an ideal bedside or coffee table
book that can be read cover to cover or simply dipped into it
conveys the key message that dogs can and do have a
positive impact on the way we feel and live all author
royalties go to the charity samaritans to support its
invaluable work of alleviating emotional distress and
reducing suicidal behaviour
My Dog 2001 follow my lead is the story of how two
rambunctious dogs and a tough eastern european dog
trainer named irina taught carol quinn everything she
needed to know about life love and happiness it all begins
when the author unhappy with her failing love affair her
career and even herself decides to enroll her two rhodesian
ridgebacks into dog agility training she s hoping to both find
a hobby and straighten out her unruly pets but she soon
discovers that dog agility demands more from her than she
ever expected what follows is a life changing experience one
that teaches her not only about her dogs but also about
herself with irina s guidance and wisdom quinn and her dogs
develop a deep bond of trust as they learn to navigate the
course obstacles and quinn begins to accept her own flaws



allowing her to find the inner strength to become the alpha
dog of her own life
The Art of Training Your Dog: How to Gently Teach
Good Behavior Using an E-Collar 2020-10-06 after a
devastating diagnosis at the age of 39 maureen maurer was
given a second chance at life giving up her successful career
as a cpa she took a leap of faith to pursue her childhood
dream teaching dogs to help people with disabilities she
founded two nonprofit organizations assistance dogs of
hawaii and assistance dogs northwest and unleashed the
potential dogs have to help people with special needs in
wonder dogs maureen shares her story of discovering god s
true purpose for her life and the amazing adventure that
followed she also tells the triumphant stories of her beloved
dogs and their inspiring partners as they overcome incredible
challenges to live life to the fullest these heartwarming and
uplifting accounts show what s possible when we focus on
abilities rather than disabilities dog lovers everywhere will
enjoy this fascinating behind the scenes look at what goes
into selecting and training assistance dogs anyone who loves
stories about second chances and overcoming challenges will
find in wonder dogs a whole pack of kindred spirits
My Dog, my Friend 2014-09-01 briann encapara teacher
extraordinaire has her life turned upside down when she
returns home from a day at the spa to find her husband and
son gone her summer takes an adventurousor horrific turn
when shes kidnapped meets an exasperating european spy
and learns from a rookie fbi agent that her husband is not
the man she thought he was and hes not the only liar she
soon discovers that there are more duplicitous people in her
life than honest ones then theres the pcprecious cargo she



keeps hearing about several factions are dying sometimes
literally to get their hands on it and briann who supposedly
knows its whereabouts but does she briann has some secrets
of her own and isnt without resources with the help of
several cia contacts a mysterious homeless man and her
neurotic best friend she scrambles to find her son and
outmaneuvers almost everyone in the process
Follow My Lead 2011-07-26 dad lovers and dog lovers will
both delight in this buoyantly illustrated tongue in cheek
tribute to the traits these two species share and why we
adore them dad pretends to be human but the kids know
otherwise between first thing in the morning scratching
fetching the paper snacking lying around for hours and even
the occasional pit stop behind a tree the evidence is clear
but so are their father s steadfast love and loyalty aren t
those the best things about dads and dogs alike elizabeth
bluemle s amusing affectionate text and randy cecil s
delightful illustrations create the ultimate tribute to proud
papas everywhere an irresistible story readers will beg for
again and again
Wonder Dogs 2021-07-13 provides busy parents with simple
realistic advice to help ensure that the relationship between
their kids and their dog is safe and enjoyable for all you will
learn how to help your child and dog develop a strong
relationship built on trust and cooperation set your family up
for success with a minimum of effort recognize canine stress
signals and know when your dog is getting worried about
normal kid activity identify serious behavior problems before
someone gets hurt prevent your child from becoming part of
a growing statistic children who have been bitten by a dog
Baklava Blues 2008-03-25 a young boy describes all the



things he can do with his dog but also the things he should
not do
H.R.2792, the Disabled Veterans Service Dogs and
Health Care Improvement Act of 2001 and Related
Legislative Matters 2002 an intimate and autobiographical
account of a dancer s journey from newcastle upon tyne to
his travels in europe accepted at the age of sixteen by the
royal ballet school london he completed a three year dance
course culminating in a performance at the royal opera
house covent garden his professional career took him to
portugal sweden switzerland and back to london again
stephen founded his own focus on dance company a
performing and educational enterprise based in
bournemouth england touring the south and south west of
england then he took his dance to the streets of europe he
has subsequently performed to street audiences in the major
cities and towns of switzerland germany austria holland
france and italy in 1989 he moved to fiano in northern
tuscany stephen ward died in 2013 this book is his lasting
testament a tender moving portrait and a tribute to dance
dogs friends nature and to life itself
My Father the Dog 2006-04-11 this is an awareness and
interactive picture book for young people of all ages the
irony of a spoiled pet will make people smile with
amusement readers will meet sam and observe his actions
and behaviors they will count and identify basic colors they
will also learn important tips about owning a pet dog the
book is dedicated to my mother who loved her dogs and
always allowed us to have a canine pet this book should be
read aloud with children to maximize their learning
experience



Living with Kids and Dogs ... Without Losing Your
Mind 2013 when eric got a dog he thought he was getting a
best friend but his dog doesn t even consider eric to be his
second best friend or his third he even likes eric s horrible
sister gretchen more than he likes eric eric isn t sure where
this betrayal came from maybe his dog is resentful that eric
named him ugly or that eric s mom is the one who feeds him
and walks him no matter the reason it s got to change eric s
ready to try anything and everything to get his dog to love
him or if not love at least show some half hearted interest
but will eric have what it takes to gain ugly s affection or will
he be in the doghouse forever discover more of eric and ugly
s adventures in my dog get s a job
I Love My Dog 1999 the buoy is a psycho dramatic novel
with spiritual overtones written to take the reader out of his
day to day existence into a dimension that lies between life
and death this is a place of quasi existence where one is
forced to observe but inhibited from interfering in the affairs
of those into whose company he is thrust there he must
watch helplessly while disastrous events unfold through an
encounter with a castaway fisherman s buoy with bizarre
properties this buoy traps a scientist in a strange psycho
physical vortex that sweeps him out to sea there the
scientist relives the events that brought the buoy to the
shores of america in the first place the drama unfolds over a
hundred years and involves two ships a nineteenth century
sailing vessel and a modern sophisticated diesel powered
vessel engaged in oceanographic research
My Dog Rinty 1970 maybe it s no accident that dog is god
spelled backwards dogs offer unconditional love usually
much more than we deserve and all we have to do is accept



the gift dogs don t care if we re rich smart or popular they
care only that we get through this life reassured that love is
out there for each of us if you ve ever owned a dog you ll
relate to these true stories contributed by real life dog
owners each recounting a special canine bond in tough and
troubled times it s often the family dog that holds our lives
together
Me and My Dog 2016 a big red happy muddy smart bouncy
slobbery sneaky stinky dog is praised by his proud owner
Three Dogs and a Dancer 2014-10-11 joan experienced the
loss of her closest family members and beloved pets in a
very short time she was lost in darkness and depression joan
wanted to end her darkness and loss of direction rio a gift to
her provided her with unconditional love and enticed her
back into the bright daylight of life
My Dog Sam 2012-12-12 dogs and i is a collection of the
authors anecdotes musings and recollections related to dogs
specifically breeding and showing them full of interesting
useful information interspersed with personal stories and
other notes this volume will be of interest to breeders and
owners alike and it would make for a fantastic addition to
collections of allied literature contents include the eternal
ego barking dogs do not bite fox hounds and cur dogs the
huntsman and the greyhound trainer a spacious revenge the
genuine cynophilist imposters the obsession of dog showing
dogs do not bite judges the bulldog bumble an action in law
the disappearing lady etc many vintage books such as this
are increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in mind
that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable
modern high quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new introduction on dog breeding



My Dog Made Me Write This Book 2019
My Dog Mab 1993
Dogs' Letters to God 2003-11
MY DOGS IN THE NORTHLAND 2018
What My Dog Means to Me 2016-07-22
That's My Dog! 2001
My Dogs in the Northland 1902
Rio - A Love Story: How My Dog Saved My Life
2019-08-05
Dogs and I 2018-02-02
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